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Sign Language Production (SLP) aims to convert text or audio sentences into sign language videos corresponding to their

semantics, which is challenging due to the diversity and complexity of sign languages, and cross-modal semantic mapping

issues. In this work, we propose a Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion Model (GCDM) for SLP. The core of the GCDM is a

difusion model architecture, in which the sign gloss sequence is encoded by a Transformer-based encoder and input into the

difusion model as a semantic prior condition. In the process of sign pose generation, the textual semantic priors carried in

the encoded gloss features are integrated into the embedded Gaussian noise via cross-attention. Subsequently, the model

converts the fused features into sign language pose sequences through T-round denoising steps. During the training process,

the model uses the ground-truth labels of sign poses as the starting point, generates Gaussian noise through T rounds of noise,

and then performs T rounds of denoising to approximate the real sign language gestures. The entire process is constrained

by the MAE loss function to ensure that the generated sign language gestures are as close as possible to the real labels. In

the inference phase, the model directly randomly samples a set of Gaussian noise, generates multiple sign language gesture

sequence hypotheses under the guidance of the gloss sequence, and outputs a high-conidence sign language gesture video by

averaging multiple hypotheses. Experimental results on the Phoenix2014T dataset show that the proposed GCDM method

achieves competitiveness in both quantitative performance and qualitative visualization.
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Fig. 1. The basic idea of the GCDM for SLP. The proposed GCDM takes the sign gloss sequence encoding as a condition and
reversely difuses Gaussian distribution sampling by T -step denoising into sign poses.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sign Language Production (SLP) is a new emerging and challenging task in the computer vision-language ield,

related to natural language processing [69, 73], human pose analysis [2, 12, 30], video analysis [34, 59, 60] and

cross-media reasoning [33, 47, 48], etc. Speciically, SLP is the inverse process of Sign Language Recognition

(SLR) [15, 19, 52], which converts textual sentences into visual representations of sign language. This task requires

the model to understand textual semantics and generate matching sign representations (i.e., sign pose or video)

based on the semantics.

Sign glosses are spoken language words matching the meaning of signs, which are deined as minimal lexical

items. As the basic semantic unit in sign language, gloss plays a crucial transitional role in SLP. Previous SLP

works usually irst translate the spoken language into a gloss sequence through the machine translation model,

and then convert the glosses into a series of sign poses (G2P) [42, 43, 49]. Since G2P is a cross-media task involving

both textual understanding and visual generation, it is more challenging and decisive for the success of SLP. In

this work, we focus on G2P, the core procedure of the SLP task.

For SLP, early works [24, 25] mainly utilize avatar-based and Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) methods,

which require expensive pose pre-capture and struggle to cope with non-matching phrases. Recent eforts towards

SLP try to model the text-to-vision mapping in sign language using deep neural networks [31, 63, 68]. Given the

excellent performance of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) on generative tasks, some SLP methods based

on conditional GANs have emerged [42, 45]. These methods generate sign language representations from textual

inputs and optimize SLP by discriminating the authenticity of sequences (i.e., original or generated). Additionally,

some work is devoted to exploring Non-AutoRegressive models to address high inference latency and error

propagation problems in SLP [21, 22]. Another common practice is to use a Transformer-based encoding-decoding

framework that irst encodes the textual inputs and then decodes the textual embeddings into pose sequences of

a given length [43, 67]. The above methods focus on straightforwardly generating visual representations of sign

language from text sequences, which ignores the complexity of text-to-visual cross-modal conversion. In fact,

generating complex dynamic gestures based on scarce textual semantic cues should be a step-by-step process. It

is necessary to gradually approximate the target gesture under semantic guidance, which makes sign language

generation more lexible and inely controlled.

To this end, we propose a novel Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion Model (GCDM) for G2P in the SLP task. As

shown in Figure 1, the core of the proposed GCDM is a difusion model architecture, in which the sign gloss
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sequence is encoded by a Transformer-based encoder and input into the difusion model as a semantic prior

condition. In the process of sign pose generation, the textual semantic priors carried in the encoded gloss features

are integrated into the embedded Gaussian noise via cross-attention. Subsequently, the model converts the

fused features into sign language pose sequences through T-round denoising steps. Besides, a multi-hypothesis

aggregation mechanism is introduced during the inference phase to generate the higher-conidence sign language

pose video. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion Model (GCDM) for SLP, which gradually removes

noise in Gaussian distribution samples to obtain sign pose videos, driven by the gloss semantic prior

condition.

• A multi-hypothesis aggregation mechanism is introduced in the inference phase, which generates multiple

sign language video hypotheses under the guidance of the gloss condition, and outputs higher-conidence

sign poses by averaging the above hypotheses.

• Extensive experiments on the challenging PHOENIX14T [3] dataset demonstrate the superiority of the

proposed method. Ablation studies and qualitative visualizations also verify the contribution of each

component.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Sign Language Production

Over the past four decades, sign language research has evolved from isolated Sign Language Recognition

(SLR) [9, 13, 14, 18, 61], continuous Sign Language Translation (SLT) [3, 16, 17, 66, 74], to Sign Language Production

(SLP) [8, 21, 22, 43, 46, 49, 53]. Previous SLP works have focused on avatar-based [11, 24] and Statistical Machine

Translation (SMT) [25, 29] methods, which can generate realistic sign gestures. However, these methods rely on

rule-based lookup of phrases in pre-captured motion databases, thus requiring expensive preprocessing costs and

limited by predeined phrases.

Recently, an increasing number of deep learning models have been applied to SLP tasks, such as RNN-based

models [8, 67, 68], Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [31, 49, 50, 55], Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) [22, 63]

and Transformers [21, 37, 42, 43, 45, 46, 53]. Early work on deep learning-based SLP considers directly translating

textual descriptions into photo-realistic sign language video (TG2V), which struggles to handle both gesture

accuracy and inger details [8, 70]. The classic approach to the solving of SLP problem is to divide it into three main

sub-tasks [49, 50], namely Text-to-Gloss translation (T2G), Gloss-to-Pose generation (G2P), and Pose-to-Video

synthesis (P2V). P2V is usually regarded as a pure Computer Vision (CV) problem, solved by pose-guided video

synthesis techniques [38, 44, 57]. More works have focused on the G2P sub-task of SLP, which is a challenging

text-to-vision cross-media task [21, 22, 42, 43, 46, 67]. For G2P, Saunders et al. propose a mixture of motion

primitives network, which produces an ininite number of unique sign poses based on a Mixture-of-Expert

(MoE) architecture [46]. To avoid the error accumulation caused by AutoRegression, Hwang et al. irst build a

Gaussian space to learn the generation of each sign pose, and then adopt a non-AutoRegressive model to map

from the source sentence to the target distribution [21]. Besides, Huang et al. propose an external aligner based

on monotonic alignment search for gloss duration prediction, and devise a spatial-temporal graph convolutional

pose generator to produce smoother and more natural sign pose sequences [21].

The Transformer [56] is a sequence-to-sequence learning model based solely on the attention mechanism,

which can transform source sequences into target representations with global dependencies. Transformer-based

models are originally used in the ield of Natural Language Processing (NLP), especially in Neural Machine

Translation (NMT) [39, 54, 64]. Due to the great success of the transformer in NLP, researchers have tried to

generalize it to a wider ield. Some classic computer vision and vision-language models based on Transformer

came into being, such as ViT [10], ViViT [1], DERT [5], Deformable DETR [75], VL-BERT [51], and CLIP [40]. As a
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typical sequence modeling task, SLP shares similar nature with the abovementioned tasks, thus Transformer-based

models have been widely used for SLP [21, 42, 43, 45, 46, 58, 67]. Saunders et al. design a progressive transformer

to generate sign poses in an end-to-end manner [43]. Going a step further, they introduce the adversarial training

scheme into the Transformer framework, learning to distinguish between real and fake sequences to ensure

the production of realistic and expressive poses [42]. Zelinka et al. devise the feed-forward transformer and

recurrent transformer to convert the input Czech text into a sequence of skeletal poses [67]. In addition, Viegas

et al. propose a dual encoder Transformer able to generate manual signs as well as facial expressions from both

sign text and gloss annotations [58].

However, the above methods focus on tackling the conversion from glosses to poses and itting between output

poses and ground truth, while ignoring the mining of semantic cues from the textual input, which may make it

diicult for the obtained poses to cover the original intended meaning. In contrast, our approach is devoted to

strengthening semantic learning of the source sentence and enhancing the traction role of textual clues during

the pose generation.

2.2 Difusion Model

Difusion models have recently emerged as a powerful class of generative models, ofering a promising alternative

to traditional approaches like GANs [31, 50, 55] and VAEs [22, 63]. These models, inspired by the physics of

difusion processes, aim to learn the gradual transition from a simple, unstructured distribution to a complex,

data-like distribution. The key idea behind difusion models is to reverse a difusion process that gradually adds

noise to the data, thus generating novel and realistic samples. Difusion models originate from applications in

the ield of computer vision generation and have also achieved great success in tasks such as natural language

generation [7, 72], multi-modal learning [26, 65], and waveform signal processing [6, 28].

For some time, difusion models have demonstrated remarkable capabilities, especially in the domain of image

synthesis [41, 71]. However, their application to video generation, particularly for complex tasks like human

pose video generation, remains relatively unexplored. Human pose video generation presents unique challenges,

such as maintaining temporal coherence and generating realistic movements across frames. Several studies have

attempted to tackle these challenges using various techniques. For instance, Hasegawa et al. [20] propose a method

that combines convolutional neural networks with recurrent neural networks to generate sequences of human

poses. While their approach achieves some degree of temporal coherence, it often struggles with generating

realistic movements, especially for long sequences. More recently, Luo et al. [36] introduce a difusion-based

model speciically designed for video generation. Their model, while showing promising results in general video

synthesis tasks, does not directly address the speciic challenges of human pose generation in a targeted manner.

This work builds upon these prior eforts by introducing a novel difusion model tailored for sign language

pose video generation. Our approach incorporates gloss semantic priors and leverages the expressive power of

difusion models to generate realistic and coherent sign pose sequences. By gradually reining the modeling of

sign language poses, our model achieves superior performance compared to previous methods.

2.3 Multi-Hypothesis Aggregation

In the realm of sign language pose generation for video, multi-hypothesis aggregation plays a crucial role

in synthesizing accurate and consistent pose sequences. While advanced techniques have been explored, a

surprisingly common approach still involves straightforward averaging or taking the optimal solution of multiple

pose hypotheses. These approaches have been widely used in previous works, such as [32, 62]. The reason for its

popularity lies in its computational eiciency and ease of implementation. However, as the ield of sign language

pose generation evolves, so must the aggregation strategies.
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Table 1. Notations and Definitions in Our Model.

Symbol Description

X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN } Input textual sentence of the gloss encoder with N glosses

Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,yU } Target sign pose sequence withU frames (i.e., ground truth)

G̃ = {д̃1, д̃2, · · · , д̃N } Gloss embeddings with positional encoding

X̃ = {x̃1, x̃2, · · · , x̃N } Gloss encodings output from the gloss encoder (i.e., gloss condition)

Ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2, · · · , ŷU } Difused poses with noise / Noises sampled from Gaussian distribution

H̃ = {h̃1, h̃2, · · · , h̃U } Noisy pose stream embedded with gloss condition in pose denoiser

Ỹ = {ỹ1, ỹ2, · · · , ỹU } Generated sign pose sequence withU frames

More recent works have attempted to address these limitations by exploring more sophisticated aggregation

techniques. Li et al. [35] design a cross-hypothesis interaction module to enable interactions among multi-

hypothesis features, thereby aggregating the multi-hypothesis features to synthesize the inal 3D pose. Saunders

et al. [46] propose a mixture of motion primitives architecture for sign language animation, in which a set

of distinct motion primitives are learned to be temporally combined at inference to animate continuous sign

language sequences.

Our method, while utilizing the averaging approach for simplicity, recognizes the need for further reinement.

We aim to enhance the accuracy and naturalness of the generated poses by incorporating additional considerations,

such as joint-level diferences and the exploitation of 2D keypoint information. Future work in this area could

focus on developing more advanced aggregation strategies that combine the beneits of simplicity with the

accuracy aforded by more complex techniques.

3 METHOD

Given a sign sentence X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xN } with N glosses, our SLP system aims to generate the semantically

corresponding sign pose sequence Ỹ = {ỹ1, ỹ2, · · · , ỹU } withU frames. Furthermore, we take ground-truth poses

Y = {y1,y2, · · · ,yU } as itting targets in SLP. To clarify the data stream in the GCDM framework, we elaborate

on these notations in Table 1.

3.1 Overall Pipeline

The overall pipeline of the proposed Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion Model (GCDM) is illustrated in Figure 2,

whose execution mainly includes two phases: a training phase (forward difusion and reverse difusion based on

target labels, see Section 3.2) and an inference phase (reverse difusion from pure noise samples, see Section 3.3).

Speciically, the proposed GCDM is based on a difusion model architecture, in which the sign gloss sequence is

encoded by a Transformer-based encoder and input into the difusion model as a semantic prior condition. In the

process of sign pose generation, the textual semantic priors carried in the encoded gloss features are integrated

into the embedded Gaussian noise via cross-attention. Subsequently, the model converts the fused features into

sign language pose sequences through T -round denoising steps.

During the training phase, the model uses the ground-truth labels of sign poses as the starting point, generates

Gaussian noise through T rounds of noise, and then performs T rounds of denoising to approximate the real

sign language poses. The entire process is constrained by the MAE loss function to ensure that the generated

sign language gestures are as close as possible to the target labels. In the inference phase, the model directly

randomly samples a set of Gaussian noise, generates multiple sign language gesture sequence hypotheses under

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed GCDM. It consists of a gloss encoder and a pose denoiser. Thereinto, the Transformer-based
gloss encoder is used to learn the semantics of the gloss sequenceX = {x1:N }. Then, the encoded gloss embedding is regarded
as a semantic condition to guide the denoising process in difusion learning. Ater T timesteps, based on the Gaussian noise

samples Ỹ = {ỹ1:U }, the pose denoiser outputs the sign pose sequence Y = {y1:U }. For optimization, the MAE loss LMAE

is adopted to calculate the absolute error between the output sign poses and the target poses to evaluate the generation
performance.

the guidance of the gloss sequence, and outputs a high-conidence sign language pose video by averaging multiple

hypotheses.

3.2 Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion

3.2.1 Gloss Condition Encoding. In this module, we build a transformer-based encoder, which encodes input

glosses into gloss embedding tokens. To make glosses with similar semantics closer, we map the source tokens

X = {xn}Nn=1 into a high-dimensional space using a linear embedding layer:

дn =W
x · xn + bx ,дn ∈ R1×dx (1)

where дn is the vector representation of the gloss tokens,W x and bx represent the weight and bias during gloss

embedding, respectively.

Similar to grammatical spoken languages, sign language has its own unique linguistic rules. Considering that

the self-attention mechanism cannot directly encode the temporal information, we apply a positional encoding

layer to provide the temporal order of gloss vectors:

д̃n = дn + PE(n), (2)

where PE is implemented by the predeined sine and cosine functions of diferent frequencies.

Our gloss encoder consists of K identical blocks, each of which includes a Multi-Head Attention (MHA), a

Normalization Layer (NL), and a Feedforward Layer (FL). For ease of understanding, we use zk to mark the

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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learned feature sequence after the k-th block. The calculation process of the gloss encoder can be expressed as:

X̃ = GlossEncoder (G̃) ⇔



z0 = G̃ = {д̃1, д̃2, · · · , д̃n};
zk = FL(MHA(Q,K ,V )|Q=K=V=NL(zk ) + zk−1),k ∈ [1,K];
X̃ = NL(zK ).

(3)

Here, MHA plays a key role in aggregating gloabl token representations and computing gloss sequence

contextual dependencies. Speciically, MHA computes scaled dot-product attention based on a general Multi-Head

Attention (MHA) mechanism, which learns the relationship between queries and values from a series of matrices

(querys matrix Q , values matrix V , keys matrix K ).

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = so f tmax(QK
⊤

√
d

)V , (4)

where 1√
d
is the scaling factor, and dq = dk . In MHA, Q , K and V are all equal to zk , so the output is a contextual

sequence with self-attention.

MHA handles the above attention mechanism in parallel usingM diferent mappings, which allows the model

to capture complementary information from diferent representation sub-spaces. Then, the outputs of each head

are concatenated and projected together through a linear layer.
{
headm = Attention(QW Q

m ,KW
K
m ,VW

V
m );

MHA(Q,K ,V ) = [head1, · · · ,headM ] ·W O
,

(5)

where QW
Q
m , KW K

m , VW V
m andW O are the parameter matrices of weights related to inputs.

3.2.2 Label Forward Difusion. We irst sample a timestep t ∼ U (0,T ), where T is the maximum number of

timesteps. The forward difusion process is to gradually add Gaussian noise to the label data Y0 through an

approximate posterior q(Y1:T |Y0) modeled by a Markov chain, converting it into a Gaussian distribution N(0, I).
Here, we predeine the true label Y as the initial noise-free data YT . At the t-th time step, the Markov process can

be expressed as:

q(Yt |Yt−1) = N(Yt ;
√
1 − βtYt−1, βt I), (6)

where βt is the cosine noise variance schedule. The marginal distribution of Yt is given by:

q(Yt |Y0) := N
(
Yt ;

√
ᾱtY0, (1 − ᾱt )I

)
,

Yt =
√
ᾱtY0 +

√
1 − ᾱtϵ, ϵ ∼ N(0, I),

(7)

where αt := 1 − βt and ᾱt :=
∏t

s=1 αs . When the value of timestep is large enough, the distribution of q(YT ) is
close to an isotropic Gaussian distribution. During the reverse difusion process, YT is regarded as the initial

noise sample in the pose denoiser, also noted as Ŷ .

3.2.3 Semantic-driven Training. In this work, we adopt a Transformer-based pose denoiser driven by the gloss

condition, which inputs the noisy poses Ŷ and outputs the generated pose sequence Ỹ = {ỹ1, ỹ2, · · · , ỹU }. Here,
we denote the original input of the denoiser as noisy data. Factly, the pose denoiser aims to implement a reverse

difusion process on noisy poses to convert them into pure sign poses without noise. A linear layer is irst adopted

to map the noisy data ỹu ∈ R1×d ′
into a high-dimensional space:

hu =W
y · ŷu + by , ŷu ∈ R1×dy , (8)

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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where hu is the vector representation of the noisy data,W y and by represent the weight and bias during pose

embedding, respectively. Similar to the PE function (see Equation 2), a count encoding layer CE is used to

represent the position of each frame in the entire target sequence:

h̃u = hu +CE(u). (9)

Diferent from the gloss encoder, we introduce MHA with an interactive attention mechanism in the pose

denoiser to realize the guidance of the gloss semantic condition X̃ = {x̃n}Nn=1 for the pose streams H̃ = {h̃u }Uu=1.
The calculation process of the pose denoiser can be expressed as:

Ỹ = PoseDenoiser (X̃ , H̃ ) ⇔



z1 = FL(MHA(Q,K ,V )|Q=NL(H̃ ),K=V=X̃ );
zk = FL(MHA(Q,K ,V )|Q=K=V=NL(zk ) + zk−1),k ∈ [2,K];
Ỹ = FL′(NL(zK )).

(10)

whereMHA, NL and FL are the same as ones in the Equation 3. The adopted inal linear layer FL′ aims to map

the denoised stream into the sign poses with 3D coordinates.

The whole encoder-denoiser difusion model is trained using the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss between the

produced poses Ỹ = {ỹu }Uu=1 and the ground truth Y = {yu }Uu=1:

LMAE =
1

U

u=1∑

U

|ỹu − yu | (11)

3.3 Multi-Hypothesis Aggregation Based Inference

Previous SLP methods [21, 43, 53] pay more attention to generating single hypotheses of sign poses, focusing

little on aggregating multiple hypotheses to generate a single, high-conidence sign pose video. To explore the

scalability of our GCDM framework in multi-hypothesis prediction, we introduce a multi-hypothesis aggregation

mechanism in the reverse difusion process. Speciically, we sample P sets of noise from a Gaussian distribution

during the inference phase and feed them all into the pose denoiser. Driven by the gloss condition, multiple noisy

pose streams are independently learned to obtain P hypotheses of the sign pose sequence. Finally, the GCDM

outputs a single video of the sign poses by averaging multiple hypotheses. Combined with the Equations 10, this

process can be expressed as:

Ỹ = ReverseDi f f (X̃ , H̃1:P ) ⇔
{
Ỹp = PoseDenoiser (X̃ , H̃p ),p ∈ [1, P];
Ỹ = Mean(Ỹ1:P ).

(12)

It is noted that our method while utilizing the averaging approach for simplicity, recognizes the need for

further reinement. Future work in this area could focus on developing more advanced aggregation strategies

that combine the beneits of simplicity with the accuracy aforded by more complex techniques.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental setup

4.1.1 Dataset. Following existing works [21, 43], we evaluate the proposed method on the dataset RWTH-

PHOENIX-Weather2014T (PHOENIX14T) [3], a publicly available German sign language corpus, which provides

8257 parallel samples containing spoken sentences, sign glosses and sign videos. Speciically, the corpus covers

2887 diferent German words and 1066 diferent glosses, which is a challenging dataset due to the low video

quality.

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Table 2. uantitative results on PHOENIX14T dataset. ‘2’ indicates the reconstructed results.

Methods
DEV TEST

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 ROUGE WER↓ DTW-P↓ B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 ROUGE WER↓ DTW-P↓
Ground Truth 29.77 20.21 15.16 12.13 29.60 74.17 0.00 29.76 20.12 14.93 11.93 28.98 71.94 0.00

PT-base† [43] 9.53 3.45 1.62 0.72 8.61 98.53 29.33 9.47 3.37 1.47 0.59 8.88 98.36 28.48

PT-FP&GN† [43] 12.51 6.50 4.76 3.88 11.87 96.85 11.75 13.35 7.29 5.33 4.31 13.17 96.50 11.54

NAT-AT [21] ś ś ś ś ś ś ś 14.26 9.93 7.11 5.53 18.72 88.15 ś

NAT-EA [21] ś ś ś ś ś ś ś 15.12 10.45 7.99 6.66 19.43 82.01 ś

DET [58] 17.25 10.17 7.04 5.32 17.85 ś ś 17.18 10.39 7.39 5.76 17.64 ś ś

GEN [53] 18.86 11.10 7.68 5.77 19.43 90.34 11.94 18.71 11.53 8.09 6.20 19.79 90.37 11.89

SignVQNet [23] ś ś ś 6.77 ś ś ś ś ś ś 6.88 ś ś ś

GCDM (Ours) 22.88 14.28 10.01 7.64 23.35 82.81 11.18 22.03 14.21 10.16 7.91 23.20 81.94 11.10

4.1.2 Evaluation metrics. Following the widely used evaluation scheme in SLP [21, 22, 43, 46, 58], we use the

classical SLT framework (i.e., NSLT [3]) as a back-translation evaluation model, whose inputs are modiied as the

sign language pose sequences. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no publicly available pre-trained

back-translation evaluation model, so we retrained NSLT on PHOENIX14T referring to [21, 22]. We translate

the generated poses back into sign gloss sequences and spoken sentences, and then calculate BLEU, ROUGE and

Word Error Rate (WER) to measure the quality of produced sign poses. We provide BLEU n-grams from 1 to 4 for

completeness.

Additionally, we provide the results of DTW-P for evaluating the quality of the generated sequences, which

measures the sequential similarity between predicted pose sequence and ground truth based on Dynamic Time

Warping (DTW).

4.1.3 Implementation details. We use OpenPose [4] to extract 2D joint coordinates from the original videos, and

apply a skeleton model improvement estimation algorithm to convert the 2D coordinates into 3D sign poses,

referring to [67]. In this work, we regard the transformed 3D pose sequences as ground-truth poses. All the

transformer-based models in our GCDM are built with 2 layers, 4 heads and an embedding size of 512 (i.e., K = 2,

M = 4, dx = dy = dq = dk = 512). During the training of the GCDM, we apply Gaussian noise with a noise rate

of 5, and set λ to 1.0 for simplicity. The parameter of the model is optimized with ADAM [27] optimizer and the

learning rate is set to 1 × 10−3. Experiments are performed with PyTorch on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

4.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Arts

We compare our GCDM with state-of-the-art methods as follows:

• PT-base [43] proposes a pure transformer-based approach for SLP, which contains a symbolic transformer

and a progressive transformer to translate spoken language into sign glosses and generate sign poses from

glosses.

• PT-FP&GN [43] is an extension of PT(base) that introduces a future prediction mechanism (i.e., predicting

the next several frames from the current time step) and Gaussian noise for data augmentation.

• NAT-AT [21] irst predicts the duration of the poses, and then utilizes a non-autoregressive model with a

spatial-temporal graph convolutional pose generator to produce a sequence of sign language poses.

• NAT-EA [21] proposes a purely non-autoregressive model to directly predict sign poses, and explores the

monotonic alignment between gloss feature sequences and pose sequences through an external aligner.
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Table 3. Ablation studies of timesteps on PHOENIX14T dataset (Proposals P = 1).

Timesteps
DEV TEST

BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ BLEU-3↑ BLEU-4↑ ROUGE↑ WER↓ BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ BLEU-3↑ BLEU-4↑ ROUGE↑ WER↓

T = 10 19.57 11.76 7.92 5.74 20.42 84.28 19.61 11.80 7.85 5.58 20.91 84.32

T = 100 20.80 12.91 9.05 6.89 22.23 83.56 20.05 12.62 8.86 6.81 21.46 82.55

T = 1000 22.63 14.19 10.11 7.71 23.66 82.84 21.44 13.90 10.00 7.71 22.78 81.69

• DET [58] designs a dual encoder transformer for SLP, which captures information from text and gloss to

generate sign poses with facial landmarks and facial action units.

• GEN [53] aims to introduce the special token into gloss encoding to perform aggregate learning on the

whole semantics of the gloss sequence, thereby enhancing the guidance ability of gloss semantics in the

process of sign language generation.

• SignVQNet [23] presents the sign language vector quantization network, which leverages vector quantiza-

tion to derive discrete representations from sign poses and integrates latent-level alignment for enhanced

linguistic coherence in sign language production.

As shown in Table 2, SET-OBT performs prominent superior to all the other methods. These results reveal

four points: (1) The GCDM method outperforms all other methods across all BLEU metrics on both the DEV

and TEST sets. It achieves the highest scores with BLEU-1 at 22.88 on DEV and 22.03 on TEST, indicating its

superior performance in matching the most frequent words. The GCDM also leads in ROUGE scores, with 23.35

on DEV and 23.20 on TEST, suggesting that it captures a greater extent of the reference sequences than the other

models. For WER, GCDM shows the lowest (which indicates better performance) rates of 82.81 on DEV and 81.94

on TEST, surpassing the other methods. This points to GCDM’s ability to accurately generate sign language

poses that translate well back to spoken sentences. (2) The DTW-P metric, which measures the alignment of

the generated pose sequence with the ground truth, is lowest for GCDM at 11.18 on DEV and 11.10 on TEST,

demonstrating its precision in pose generation. (3) Among the other methods, GEN shows competitive results,

especially in DEV, and PT-FP&GN performs notably well in the DTW-P metric on the DEV set, although it

does not reach the performance level of GCDM. (4) Ground Truth scores provide a reference for the maximum

achievable performance, showing that while GCDM is the leading method, there is still a gap between generated

results and the Ground Truth.

In conclusion, the proposed GCDM establishes a new state-of-the-art performance on the PHOENIX14T dataset.

These results demonstrate the efectiveness of GCDM in capturing the nuances of sign language, indicating its

potential for practical applications in sign language translation and synthesis.

4.3 Ablation Study

4.3.1 Impact of Timesteps in Difusion Model. Table 3 presents the results of ablation studies on the PHOENIX14T

dataset. The studies investigate the impact of varying timesteps on the quality of the generated sign language

videos. Observations from the table indicate that an increase in timesteps leads to improvements across all metrics

in both the DEV and TEST sets. This suggests that more noise cycles enhance the model’s ability to reine and

generate higher-quality sign language pose videos.

The most signiicant improvements are noticeable when the timestep count is raised from 10 to 100. For instance,

on the DEV set, BLEU-1 increases from 19.57 to 20.80, and WER decreases from 84.28 to 83.56, indicating higher

precision and fewer errors, respectively. Diminishing returns are observed when further increasing timesteps

from 100 to 1000. While there are still improvements, such as BLEU-1 rising from 20.80 to 22.63 in the DEV set

ACM Trans. Multimedia Comput. Commun. Appl.
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Table 4. Ablation studies of proposals on PHOENIX14T dataset (Timesteps T = 100).

Proposals
DEV TEST

BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ BLEU-3↑ BLEU-4↑ ROUGE↑ WER↓ BLEU-1↑ BLEU-2↑ BLEU-3↑ BLEU-4↑ ROUGE↑ WER↓

P = 1 20.80 12.91 9.05 6.89 22.23 83.56 20.05 12.62 8.86 6.81 21.46 82.55

P = 2 21.84 13.62 9.54 7.24 22.75 82.87 20.54 13.15 9.33 7.18 21.90 82.63

P = 4 21.48 13.67 9.93 7.73 22.73 84.04 21.04 13.51 9.59 7.39 22.16 82.93

P = 6 22.07 13.74 9.76 7.47 22.73 82.44 20.96 13.56 9.79 7.60 22.52 81.83

P = 8 22.88 14.28 10.01 7.64 23.35 82.81 22.03 14.21 10.16 7.91 23.20 81.94

and WER slightly dropping from 83.56 to 82.84, the increments are less pronounced compared to the previous

increase. Comparing DEV and TEST sets, the patterns of improvement are consistent across both, although the

TEST set generally exhibits slightly lower performance scores, indicating a robust model that generalizes well

but with expected dips in an unseen environment.

The highest BLEU-1 score is achieved at T=1000 with 22.63 on the DEV set and 21.44 on the TEST set, suggesting

that the model’s ability to generate accurate irst-word matches is better with more timesteps. The WER, an

important metric for evaluating the coherent semantics of generating sign language videos, is lowest (indicating

better performance) at T=1000 for both sets, at 82.84 for DEV and 81.69 for TEST.

In conclusion, the difusion model’s performance in translating generated sign language pose videos into

glosses or text improves as the number of timesteps increases, with a notable leap from 10 to 100 timesteps

and more gradual improvements after that. The consistency across metrics and datasets reinforces the model’s

reliability and potential utility for sign language translation tasks.

4.3.2 Number of Proposals in Multi-hypothesis Aggregation. Table 4 provides the results of an ablation study that

assesses the performance impact of varying the number of proposals in the multi-hypothesis aggregation. Here,

"proposals" refer to the number of hypotheses before aggregation, and the study employs a direct averaging

method for multi-hypothesis aggregation. To focus on the efect of the number of proposals, the difusion model’s

timesteps are consistently set to 100. From the results, we can deduce the following:

On the DEV set, there is a noticeable incremental improvement in BLEU-1 scores as the number of proposals

increases, starting from 20.80 with P = 1 and peaking at 22.88 with P = 8. This indicates that the precision of

matching the most frequent words improves with more proposals. The WER shows a decreasing trend (which

indicates better performance) as the number of proposals increases. On the DEV set, the WER starts at 83.56 with

P = 1 and decreases to 82.81 with P = 8, while on the TEST set, it goes from 82.55 to 81.94.

On the TEST set, similar to the DEV set, the performance metrics show improvements with an increasing

number of proposals. For example, the BLEU-1 score rises from 20.05 with P = 1 to 22.03 with P = 8, and the WER

drops from 82.55 to 81.94. The consistency of improvement in both DEV and TEST sets indicates that the beneits

of using more proposals are robust and generalizable to unseen data.

It is worth noting that while the improvements are consistent, the rate of improvement appears to diminish as

the number of proposals increases. This can be seen where the diference in BLEU-1 between P = 1 and P = 2 is

more signiicant than between P = 6 and P = 8.

In conclusion, the results show that using a larger number of proposals in the multi-hypothesis aggregation

approach enhances the performance of the difusion model across all evaluated metrics. It suggests that integrating

multiple hypotheses before averaging leads to a more accurate representation of sign language poses, which

translates to better reverse translation quality from video to text or glosses. However, the diminishing returns
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HEUTE NACHT SIEBEN MAXIMAL VIERZEHN TAG SUED ZWEI ZWANZIG GRAD REGION ZWEI ZWANZIG GRAD

(heute nacht sieben bis vierzehn grad am tag zweiundzwanzig grad im süden und vierzehn grad in oberfranken)

Ground

Truth

Original

Frames

GCDM

Input

Glosses

HEUTE NACHT SUED ANFANG BISSCHEN GEWITTER IX SONST REGION REGEN IX KOENNEN AUCH NEBEL

(heute nacht sind im süden anfangs noch einzelne gewitter möglich sonst fällt nur hier und da regen stellenweise bildet sich nebel)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Visual results of our GCDM on the benchmark. Challenging scenarios including fast motion and limbs not appearing
on the frame are involved.

observed with higher proposal counts hint at a trade-of between computational resources and performance

gains, a factor to consider in practical applications.

4.4 ualitative Results

4.4.1 Visualization in Diferent Challenging Scenarios. Figure 3 ofers a comprehensive visualization of the GCDM

performance on the benchmark under diferent challenging scenarios, including rapid movements and instances

where arms are not fully visible within the frame. In Figure 3 (a), the GCDM’s ability to accurately capture and

reproduce the gloss semantics in the generated poses is showcased. Despite instances where the ground truth

data does not adequately capture inger details, potentially due to motion-blurring efects, the GCDM exhibits a

remarkable capability to predict clear and distinct outcomes. This proiciency in maintaining deinition under

rapid motion conditions is a testament to the model’s robustness. Figure 3 (b) further elucidates the GCDM’s

strength in generating lifelike poses by leveraging temporal dependencies, particularly when the subject’s arm is

not visible within the original frame. This demonstrates the model’s advanced inferencing capabilities, where it

efectively utilizes contextual information from previous and subsequent frames to reconstruct poses that are

absent from the immediate frame under consideration.
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Ground
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Original
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Ground

Truth

Original

Frames

GEN-OBT

GCDM

Input

Glosses

SUEDOST LOCKER NACHT KOENNEN GEWITTER

(im osten und südosten sind zu beginn der nacht einzelne gewittrige schauer möglich) (b)

Fig. 4. Visualization of comparison between our GCDM and the existing method (i.e., GEN-OBT [53]) on the benchmark.

4.4.2 Visualization Compared to Other Methods. We further provide two visual comparisons of the proposed

GCDM against the existing GEN-OBT [53] in the SLP task. Ground truth annotations and the original video

frames are attached to ofer a benchmark for evaluation. In Figure 4 (a), the eicacy of GCDM in predicting

hand positioning is accentuated. It exhibits a more precise reconstruction of the spatial relations between

two hands, which is pivotal in sign language interpretation as it can signiicantly afect semantic conveyance.

The red boxes underscore instances where GCDM markedly outperforms GEN-OBT, adhering more closely to

the ground truth and thereby preserving the integrity of the sign representation. Figure 4 (b) scrutinizes the

idelity of inger detail rendering by both methods. The GCDM approach demonstrates superior deinition in the

articulation of inger postures, an aspect critical to the granularity of sign language. The red circles highlight the

GCDM’s enhanced clarity in inger positioning, whereas the GEN-OBTmethod’s renderings appear comparatively

indistinct, potentially leading to semantic discrepancies.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose a novel Gloss-driven Conditional Difusion Model (GCDM) for Sign Language Production

(SLP). The proposed GCDM is based on a difusion model architecture, in which the sign gloss sequence is encoded

by a Transformer-based encoder and integrated into the Gaussian noise in the pose denoiser as a semantic prior

condition. Subsequently, the model converts the Gaussian noise with the gloss condition into sign language pose

sequences through T-round denoising steps. Besides, a multi-hypothesis aggregation mechanism is introduced
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in the inference phase, which generates multiple sign language pose sequence hypotheses and outputs a high-

conidence sign video by averaging multiple hypotheses. Extensive experiments validate the efectiveness and

robustness of the proposed method.
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